
Immune Threats Are Lurking

Around Every Corner

The Innate Immune System

This is our first line of defense. It includes our skin, stomach acid,
cough reflex, and mucus. The innate response doesn't
discriminate and attacks all invaders equally because it cannot
distinguish between specific pathogens.

When it fails to completely overcome a toxic or microbial threat,
it hands off the fight to the adaptive immune system.

Give Your Body What It
Needs To Fight Back

If You Want Comprehensive Professional Strength Support...

You Need

Advanced Immune Support!

Comprehensive Immune System Support

Every day, infectious threats put your immune system under fire. Stress, bacteria, viruses,
and more can weaken your immune system and leave your body vulnerable. But now, you
can fight back by supporting both immune system responses.

The Adaptive Immune System

This system takes and stores "fingerprints" of each invader and
attacks its weaknesses. By keeping copies of each pathogen, or
"fingerprint", in its memory, the adaptive immune response gets
stronger and more effective over time.

This is known as "acquired immunity" and it's the strongest
protection the body can have against any invading threat.
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Real Vitamin C & Antioxidants

Made from broad-spectrum bioflavonoids, including
quercetin, that works synergistically to help our bodies
produce and regulate vital immune cells that identify,
contain, and neutralize potentially harmful pathogens.*

Vitamin D3 & Zinc

These two powerful nutrients are essential for immune
health and function. They help boost the production of
immune proteins and limit natural inflammatory
responses from getting out of control.*

Selenium

Selenium has been studied extensively for its effects on
viral immune responses. Many studies are now
suggesting that sufficient selenium intake may help
slow the replication and mutation of certain viral
infections.*

Reishi Fruiting Body Extract

Reishi is frequently touted for its high 1,3-beta-glucan
and 1,6-beta-glucan content and is recognized as
adaptogen due to its potential to support adrenal
health and cortisol regulation.*

N-Acetyl Cysteine (NAC)

This potent semi-essential amino acid is a powerful
antioxidant and precursor to the "Master Antioxidant",
glutathione. NAC is used to help ease symptoms of
respiratory conditions by acting as an expectorant and
improving glutathione activity in the lungs. Studies also
show NAC to have a positive effect on lymphocyte
immune cells.*

Humic & Fulvic Extract

These key ingredients not only have strong
antibacterial and antiviral properties that may help
reduce the severity and duration of infections. But the
also help optimize the absorption of EVERY ingredient
in Advanced Immune Support.*

Olive Leaf Extract

With a long history of use in the Mediterranean, olive
leaf extract helps support a healthy and balanced
immune response. An 8-week study suggests it may
positively alter white blood cell responses. Additional
studies have also liked olive leaf extract with limited
bacterial and viral replication.*

ResistAid   Larch Arabinogalactan

In a placebo-controlled, double-blind, randomized
clinical trial, ResistAid® was shown to significantly
reduce the occurrence of viral cold episodes and the
duration of cold symptoms compared to a placebo.
Additional studies suggest larch arabinogalactan may
increase the effectiveness of natural killer T-cells.*

Beta Glucan / BFG-Immune

This highly purified 1,3-Beta-Glucan is produced
through a unique fermentation process. Innate immune
defense responses and immune cell bindings are
specific to 1,3 linkages and can mobilize a complex set
of mechanisms including targeted immune cell
activation.*

®

BerryShield   Elderberry Concentrate

The non-GMO concentrate made from Haschberg
"farm-to-finish" elderberries contains all available
actives, unlike extracts, for a more potent and effective
product. It's associated with a reduced duration and
severity of cold and flu symptoms.*

®

What's in the Advanced Immune Support? 

Advanced Immune Support brings you a never-before seen collection of clinically-studied
ingredients proven to support your immune system.

*These statements have not been approved by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is a
dietary supplement and not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Check with your healthcare practitioner or

supplement provider to purchase.
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